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ANSWER KEY ‐ ITEM SET 1
Item Set 1 – Question 1 (Selected Response, Selected Response)

Item Information
Passage:
Part A Answer:
Part B Answer:
Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:

from The Road to You
A
D
Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what
7.2.1.a.i
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in
7.2.1.b.i
a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze
the impact of rhymes and other repetitions of sounds (for
example: alliteration) on a specific verse or stanza of a poem or
section of a story or drama.

P Value:

0.446
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 2 (Selected Response, Multiple Select)

Item Information
Passage:
Part A Answer:
Part B Answers:
Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
P Value:

from The Road to You
A
C, E
Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what
7.2.1.a.i
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
Analyze how an author develops and contrasts the points of view
7.2.1.b.iii
of different characters or narrators in a text.
0.38
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 3 (TEI Drag and Drop)

Item Information
Passage:
Answers:
Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:

P Value:

from The Road to You
See Image
Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what
7.2.1.a.i
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its
7.2.1.a.ii
development over the course of the text; provide an objective
summary of the text.
0.357
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 4 (Selected Response; Selected Response)

Item Information
Passage:
Part A Answer:
Part B Answer:
Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
P Value:

from Every Soul a Star
D
D
Interpret figures of speech (for example: literary, biblical, and
7.2.3.b.i
mythological allusions) in context.
Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what
7.2.1.a.i
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
0.338
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 5 (Selected Response; Selected Response)

Item Information
Passage:
Part A Answer:
Part B Answer:
Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
P Value:

from Every Soul a Star
B
C
Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what
7.2.1.a.i
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
Analyze how particular elements of a story or drama interact (for
7.2.1.a.iii
example: how setting shapes the characters or plot).
0.388
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 6 (Multiple Select)

Passage:
Answers:
Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
P Value:

Item Information
from The Road to You & from Every Soul a Star
See Image
Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what
7.2.1.a.i
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
Analyze how particular elements of a story or drama interact (for
7.2.1.a.iii
example: how setting shapes the characters or plot).
0.704

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 7 (Constructed Response)

See Prose Constructed Response Rubric, Sample Responses & Annotations section on page 12 for additional
item information.
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 8 (Selected Response; Selected Response)

Passage:
Part A Answer:
Part B Answer:
Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:

P Value:

Item Information
from Electronics: MP3s, TVs, and DVDs
B
C
Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what
7.2.2.a.i
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
Determine
the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in
7.2.2.b.i
a text, including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings;
analyze the impact of a specific word choice on meaning and
tone.
0.527
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 9 (Selected Response; Selected Response)

Passage:
Part A Answer:
Part B Answer:
Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:

P Value:

Item Information
from Electronics: MP3s, TVs, and DVDs
C
C
Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what
7.2.2.a.i
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
Analyze the interactions between individuals, events, and ideas in
7.2.2.a.iii
a text (for example: how ideas influence individuals or events, or
how individuals influence ideas or events).
0.455
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 10 (TEI Inline Choice)

Passage:
Answers:
Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:

P Value:

Item Information
from Electronics: MP3s, TVs, and DVDs
See Image
Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what
7.2.2.a.i
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
Analyze the interactions between individuals, events, and ideas in
7.2.2.a.iii
a text (for example: how ideas influence individuals or events, or
how individuals influence ideas or events).
0.472
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 11 (Selected Response; Selected Response)

Passage:
Part A Answer:
Part B Answer:
Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:

P Value:

Item Information
from Electronics: MP3s, TVs, and DVDs
B
C
Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what
7.2.2.a.i
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
Analyze
the structure an author uses to organize a text, including
7.2.2.b.ii
how the major sections contribute to the whole and to the
development of the ideas.
Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and
7.2.2.b.iii
analyze how the author distinguishes his or her position from
that of others.
0.407
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Item Set 1 – Question 12 (Selected Response; Selected Response)

Passage:
Part A Answer:
Part B Answer:
Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:

P Value:

Item Information
from Electronics: MP3s, TVs, and DVDs
A
C
Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what
7.2.2.a.i
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
Determine two or more central ideas in a text and analyze their
7.2.2.a.ii
development over the course of the text; provide an objective
summary of the text.
0.443
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Grade 7
English Language Arts/Literacy

Prose Constructed
Response Rubric,
Sample Responses &
Annotations
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CMAS Scoring Rubric for Prose Constructed Response Items
Research Simulation Task (RST) and Literary Analysis Task (LAT)
Construct
Measured

Reading
Comprehen‐
sion and
Written
Expression

Knowledge
of Language
and
Conventions

Score Point 4

Score Point 3

Score Point 2

Score Point 1

Score Point 0

The student response

The student response

The student response

The student response

The student response

 demonstrates full
comprehension of
ideas stated
explicitly and
inferentially by
providing an
accurate analysis;
 addresses the
prompt and
provides effective
and comprehensive
development of the
claim or topic that is
consistently
appropriate to task,
purpose, and
audience;
 uses clear reasoning
supported by
relevant text‐based
evidence in the
development of the
claim or topic;
 is effectively
organized with clear
and coherent
writing;
 establishes and
maintains an
effective style.

 demonstrates
comprehension of
ideas stated
explicitly and/or
inferentially by
providing a mostly
accurate analysis;
 addresses the
prompt and
provides mostly
effective
development of
claim or topic that is
mostly appropriate
to task, purpose,
and audience;
 uses mostly clear
reasoning supported
by relevant text‐
based evidence in
the development of
the claim or topic;
 is organized with
mostly clear and
coherent writing;
 establishes and
maintains a mostly
effective style.

 demonstrates basic
comprehension of
ideas stated
explicitly and/or
inferentially by
providing a
generally accurate
analysis;
 addresses the
prompt and
provides some
development of
claim or topic that is
somewhat
appropriate to task,
purpose, and
audience;
 uses some
reasoning and text‐
based evidence in
the development of
the claim or topic;
 demonstrates some
organization with
somewhat coherent
writing;
 has a style that is
somewhat effective.

 demonstrates
limited
comprehension of
ideas stated
explicitly and/or
inferentially by
providing a
minimally accurate
analysis;
 addresses the
prompt and
provides minimal
development of
claim or topic that
is limited in its
appropriateness to
task, purpose, and
audience;
 uses limited
reasoning and text‐
based evidence;
 demonstrates
limited
organization and
coherence;
 has a style that is
minimally
effective.

 demonstrates no
comprehension of
ideas by providing
an inaccurate or no
analysis;
 is undeveloped
and/or
inappropriate to
task, purpose, and
audience;
 includes little to no
text‐based evidence;
 lacks organization
and coherence;
 has an
inappropriate style.

The student response
to the prompt
demonstrates full
command of the
conventions of
standard English at an
appropriate level of
complexity. There
may be a few minor
errors in mechanics,
grammar, and usage,
but meaning is clear.

The student response
to the prompt
demonstrates some
command of the
conventions of
standard English at an
appropriate level of
complexity. There
may be errors in
mechanics, grammar,
and usage that
occasionally impede
understanding, but
the meaning is
generally clear.

The student response
to the prompt
demonstrates limited
command of the
conventions of
standard English at an
appropriate level of
complexity. There
may be errors in
mechanics, grammar,
and usage that often
impede
understanding.

The student response
to the prompt does
not demonstrate
command of the
conventions of
standard English at
the appropriate level
of complexity.
Frequent and varied
errors in mechanics,
grammar, and usage
impede
understanding.
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CMAS Scoring Rubric for Prose Constructed Response Items
Narrative Task (NT)
Construct
Measured

Written
Expression

Knowledge of
Language and
Conventions

Score Point 4

Score Point 3

Score Point 2

Score Point 1

Score Point 0

The student response

The student response

The student response

The student response

The student response

 is effectively
developed with
narrative
elements and is
consistently
appropriate to
the task;
 is effectively
organized with
clear and
coherent writing
 establishes and
maintains an
effective style.

 is mostly
effectively
developed with
narrative
elements and is
mostly
appropriate to
the task;
 is organized with
mostly clear and
coherent writing
 establishes and
maintains a
mostly effective
style.

 is developed with
some narrative
elements and is
generally
appropriate to
the task;
 demonstrates
some
organization with
somewhat
coherent writing;
 has a style that is
somewhat
effective.

 is minimally
developed with
few narrative
elements and is
limited in its
appropriateness
to the task;
 demonstrates
limited
organization and
coherence;
 has a style that
has limited
effectiveness.

 is undeveloped
and/or
inappropriate to
the task;
 lacks organization
and coherence;
 has an
inappropriate
style.

The student response
to the prompt
demonstrates full
command of the
conventions of
standard English at an
appropriate level of
complexity. There may
be a few minor errors
in mechanics,
grammar, and usage,
but meaning is clear.

The student response
to the prompt
demonstrates some
command of the
conventions of
standard English at an
appropriate level of
complexity. There may
be errors in
mechanics, grammar,
and usage that
occasionally impede
understanding, but
the meaning is
generally clear.

The student response
to the prompt
demonstrates limited
command of the
conventions of
standard English at an
appropriate level of
complexity. There may
be errors in
mechanics, grammar,
and usage that often
impede
understanding.

The student response
to the prompt does
not demonstrate
command of the
conventions of
standard English at the
appropriate level of
complexity. Frequent
and varied errors in
mechanics, grammar,
and usage impede
understanding.

NOTE:
 The reading dimension is not scored for elicited narrative stories.
 The elements of coherence, clarity, and cohesion to be assessed are expressed in the grade‐level standards 1‐4
for writing.
 Tone is not assessed in grade 6.
 Per the CCSS, narrative elements in grades 3‐5 may include: establishing a situation; organizing a logical event
sequence; describing scenes, objects, or people; developing characters’ personalities; and using dialogue as
appropriate. In grades 6‐8, narrative elements may include, in addition to the grades 3‐5 elements: establishing
a context, situating events in a time and place, developing a point of view, and developing characters’ motives.
The elements to be assessed are expressed in grade‐level standards 3 for writing.
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Sample Responses & Annotations ‐ ITEM SET 1
Item Set 1 ‐ Question 7 (Constructed Response)

Passage:
Answer:

Item Information
from The Road to You & from Every Soul a Star
See Sample Responses & Annotations

Colorado Academic Standards (CAS) Evidence Outcomes
7.2.1.a.i
7.2.1.a.ii
7.2.1.a.iii

7.2.1.b.i
7.2.1.b.ii
7.2.1.b.iii

7.2.1.c.i

Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text.
Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development
over the course of the text; provide an objective summary of the text.
Analyze how particular elements of a story or drama interact (for example: how setting shapes the
characters or plot).
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and
connotative meanings; analyze the impact of rhymes and other repetitions of sounds (for example:
alliteration) on a specific verse or stanza of a poem or section of a story or drama.
Analyze how a drama’s or poem’s form or structure (for example: soliloquy, sonnet) contributes to its
meaning.
Analyze how an author develops and contrasts the points of view of different characters or narrators in a
text.
Compare and contrast a written story, drama, or poem to its audio, filmed, staged, or multimedia version,
analyzing the effects of techniques unique to each medium (for example: lighting, sound, color, or camera
focus and angles in a film).
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Anchor Paper 1 – Score Point 4
Sample Student
Response:

Have you ever found that the place you find happiness is different from everyone else. This is the common
theme that the two authors share between their writing. In The Road to You, the girls finds happiness when
her family and friends arrive and feels relieved from pressure. In Every Soul a Star, the character finds
happiness in her home in the middle of nowhere. In both passages, the authors develop the central theme
that people find happiness in different ways. In The Road To You, the authors develops this theme through
the characters thoughts and dialogue about her friends arrival, whereas in Every Soul a Star, the authors
develops this through her thoughts about her home.
In The Road to You the author develops the theme that people find happiness in different ways, through
showing her happiness with her family and friends arrival, through her thoughts and dialogue. After her
friends surprise arrival she realizes that it was just the thing "I needed to distract me from the ticking clock
and thousands ‐ thousands ‐ of people taking their seats in the arena at this very moment" (Paragraph 6).
This shows that when her friend arrived she was so excited that she forgot about the crowd and it helped
her relax. Through the words "ticking clock" you can understand the amount of pressure she was under.
When you understand that pressure you can understand how happy she was to be distracted from
everything and enjoy the presence of her friends. In this moment, she is happy and for once relaxed before
her big performance on stage. For her, this may have given her the confidence to have her friend their
supporting her, no matter the outcome of the performance. For once, she is relaxed and prepared for the
pressure. As she finishes preparing with her friend by her side, her family come to support her as well. She
realizes that "my nerves have morphed into excited energy...I have people here ‐ my people ‐ and I'm ready
to do this thing" (Paragraph 19). This shows that she feels relaxed with her family and friends by her side
and has found a new confidence for her upcoming performance. Through the word "morphed" you can
understand the big change in energy that she has experienced and is now happy and excited for her
performance. Her "people" have given her the confidence she needs to get on stage and surprise the
audience with her talent. Everyone is here to support her and celebrate her talent and the opportunity she
has been given. This helps develop the theme because she found happiness with her friends and family
where as many people would have felt more pressure to have to impress them as well. Through her
thoughts and dialogue you can understand her new excitement and how she found happiness with her
friends and family.

Also, in Every Soul a Star, the author develops the common theme that people find happiness in different
ways, through showing how content she was with her home through her thoughts and approval of her
parents choice. When she is describing her home, she comes to the conclusion that "my house is as close to
the middle of nowhere as a person can get and still be somewhere" (Paragraph 4). This shows that she
understands that few people know where her house is. Despite her house being in the middle of nowhere,
she states this fact with confidence. She is proud of where she lives, and is not ashamed of it. Through the
fact that she knows every inch of this land, it shows that she has taken the time and care to get to know her
home, even if it is nowhere to some people. She takes pride in her home and feels happy where she is in her
"area". This supports the theme because she finds happiness in her home, or middle of nowhere, where as
other people would think it is boring and not appreciate it as much as her. Also, when she realizes how far
everything is away from her home, she acknowledges that "maybe it gets lonely every now and then, but I
love it here" (Paragraph 4). This shows that although it might get lonely, she loves her home. The words
"now and then" show that yes, she has been lonely in the past, but she makes the most of her life here, and
enjoys every part of it. This is important because she finds happiness in a place that few other people would.
It is a unique place, and she take the time to explore and cherish every part of the place she loves, and the
place she can call her home. Through the characters thoughts on her home, you can understand her
happiness and how she approves her parents choice of moving her. This supports that theme that people
find happiness in different ways.
Annotation for Sample The response demonstrates full comprehension by effectively describing how the authors use their
Student Response:
characters to develop the theme that people find happiness in different ways. The effective and
comprehensive development of the topic for each passage includes effective reasoning (this supports the
theme because… this shows that… this is important because..) and relevant text evidence. Accurate analysis
of how the author used the characters to show the theme is also included (Through the characters thoughts
on her home, you can understand her happiness and how she approves her parents choice of moving her.).
The information is effectively organized with clear coherent writing.
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Anchor Paper 2 – Score Point 3
Sample Student
Response:

There are hundreds of ways to find joy within something. The happiness from that is what life is worth
living for. In The Road to You by Alecia Whitaker the main character, Bird, has a big show and her family is
there to support her in her special moment. Every Soul a Star by Wendy Mass has a main character that lives
in a secluded area with her family. She is excited to have people come to watch the great eclipse at her
family's camp ground that she loves. The authors of The Road to You and Every Soul a Star both use the
characters to develop the theme of the stories.
The author of The Road to You uses Bird and her actions and dialogue to support the theme of finding
happiness. "I have people here‐my people‐and I'm ready to do this thing!" This line shows how excited she is
to be supported at this time with her family and friends. She finds contentment within all of the support she
has. "I turn toward the mirror and take myself in." As Bird looks at her self in the mirror the reader can tell
that she is proud of where she has been and who she has become. The support she has makes her even
happier to be in this exact place. She has a wonderful family that makes her so joyful. Alecia Whitaker uses
Bird's emotions to relay a theme of finding joy within a situation. Bird is a perfect example that family is a
way to have happiness in any situation.
In Every Soul a Star by Wendy Mass, Ally lives in a place where not a lot of people live. Although it may
not be a place where people would jump at the opportunity to live, Ally enjoys it. The author uses Ally's
emotions within the text to help develop the theme. In the text it says, "Sure, maybe it gets lonely every
now and then, but I love it here." This shows that Ally is grateful to be living in the place she is. Also, "...I
know every tree and every rock and which foxes are friendly and which aren't..." This shows that Ally spends
a lot of time outside. She is happy where she lives and finds many things to do that involve the place she
lives. The author shows that Ally finds joy within her home using her emotions; which in return supports the
theme of finding happiness in your life.
Both authors of The Road to You and Every Soul a Star use the main character to show the theme of
finding happiness in different ways. In The Road to You by Alecia Whitaker Bird, the main character, finds
happiness within the support of her family and friends. In the story it tells how the group huddles up and her
dad says a speech. Bird starts to cry with the overload of joy that she feels. Plus, the surprise visit of her
friend Stella added to the excitement. In Every Soul a Star by Wendy Mass Ally finds contentment in where
she lives. She doesn't have much friends since she moved to "...the middle of nowhere as a person can get
and still be somewhere." She loves where she lives though it may not be the popular choice. The line, "And
this flock, this throng of people, would need a comfortable, safe place to stay, wouldn't they?" shows that
Ally is excited to finally have people come to her beloved home. Though the characters of The Road to
You and Every Soul a Star don't find joy in the same things both Bird and Ally have something in their lives
that brings them happiness.

In both The Road to You by Alecia Whitaker and Every Soul a Star by Wendy Mass, the authors use the
characters to develop the theme of finding happiness in different things. Bird of The Road to You finds
happiness in her family. Ally from Every Soul a Star discovers happiness in her home and the campgrounds
her family owns. Both characters find happiness in some way. People find joy in many different things and
ways. Just because it may be different doesn't mean that it is wrong. Finding happiness in something is the
foundation to having a good life.
Annotation for Sample The response demonstrates full comprehension by describing how the authors shows the way the character
Student Response:
in each story finds happiness to develop the theme. For the first passage, the author uses “actions and
dialogue” and provides analysis of how these are used to reveal the character’s happiness. This is fully
developed using text evidence that shows how dialogue indicates the character’s happiness. For the second
passage, the author uses “emotions” to develop the theme and this is fully developed using text evidence.
The response is consistently appropriate to the task as all the development about the characters leads to
the idea that Bird and Ally “don’t find joy in the same things.” Effective organization and style produce
coherent writing.
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Anchor Paper 3 – Score Point 3
Many authors use happiness as a central theme in their works. Characters are crucial to developing this
theme, so the author might try to incorporate it in different ways. The Road to You by Alecia Whitaker
shows how her character, Bird, finds happiness when surrounded by her friends and family and doing what
she loves, preforming. In Every Star a Soul by Wendy Mass, Alpha, or Ally, finds happiness in the
campground where she lives, even though it is isolated. She is proud and happy about her location.
The Road to You is a great example of how happiness is incorporated into a story. When
Bird's friend Stella and her mom, Shannon, surprise her by coming to visit, you understand how elated Bird
is to see them. "Oh my gosh, what are you doing here?' I scream when I see my best friend, who's supposed
to be back in Tennessee, standing in the door of my dressing room, arms open wide." Birds is also thrilled to
be preforming, and relaxes when she is surround by the people she loves, "I realize that my nerves have
morphed into excited energy. I feel revved up, ready, like a car gunning its engine at the starting line. I have
people here‐my people‐and I'm ready to do this thing!" The reader can already tell just how happy and
excited Bird is, but the author also incorporates more feelings, like gratitude, which, although is a bit more
emotional, still leads back to being happy, as it is found in paragraph 24. "My eyes blur all of a sudden, and I
look up, blinking rapidly, determined, as my dad goes on, not to cry, even if they are happy tears,"
Another great example is Every Soul a Star, from which we learn, that even if we don't have
everything, we can still be happy. "Sure, maybe it gets lonely every now and then, but I love it here." That's
Alpha's take on her living situation (Alpha is the main character). Although the nearest town is an hour
away, and she doesn't have any friends nearby, she is proud of her campsite, and enjoys living there. She
gains happiness from everything her father taught her, "I know all the constellations because my father
taught them to me, and I know about the Alpha because it is also my name...There's the Moon Shadow
Campground that my family owns, where I know every tree and every rock and which foxes are friendly and
which aren't.." Alpha is very proud of her home, and is excited for the eclipse when maybe thousands of
people will flock to their campground, even just for a day. "They knew that decades later, hundreds, maybe
thousands of people would travel to this exact spot to be a part of something that hasn't happened in
mainland American for over seventy‐five years and won't happen again for a hundred more."
So, whether it be preforming, surrounded by you friends and family, learning new things, or
where you live, one can understand how authors such as Alecia Whitaker and Wendy Mass use their
characters to think up creative solutions on how to develop happiness into their stories.
Annotation for Sample The response demonstrates comprehension by a mostly accurate analysis of how text details from the
Student Response:
passages show how happiness is portrayed in the passages through the characters. There is more analysis in
the first passage of how the authors used their characters to show this than in the second passage, which
focuses more on how the character experiences happiness. The response is developed through multiple
examples of evidence from each passage and has mostly effective reasoning of how they show the character
is happy. This leads to the conclusion that the authors “use their characters to think up creative solutions on
how to develop happiness into their stories.” The response is organized and mostly coherent and is
appropriate to the task.
Sample Student
Response:

Anchor Paper 4 – Score Point 3
Sample Student
Response:

Different people find happiness in different things. This is exactly what the the authors from The Road to
You and Every Soul a Star show. Alpha, or Ally from Every Soul a Star, and Bird from The Road to You are two
very different characters. They like different things and different things make them feel joy. These
characters are the perfect example of the fact that different things make different people happy.
In The Road to You, Bird is the main character. She is a pop‐star and about to go out and do a concert. She
is extremely nervous about going out to the arena and singing in front of thousands of people. While getting
her makeup done, someone pops through the door. It's Stella, her best friend, and Stella's mom, a
songwriter who helped Bird write her album. In time, her whole family comes through the doors. As stated
in The Road to You, "I have people here‐my people‐and I'm ready to do this thing!" Bird finds happiness in
being surrounded by the people she loves. With them, she feels comfortable. Her friends and family are her
source of happiness. By using the way the author describes Bird seeing her family and friends and reacting
to them being there, it shows how happy her family makes her.
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In Every Soul a Star the main character is Alpha, or Ally. She is a normal girl who lives with her mom, dad,
and brother, Kenny. She moved from Iceland to a campground her parents own in America and enjoys
learning about astrology from her father. Her family moved because of a plan they had. Her parents knew
that the Great Eclipse would happen right above the campground. It was the only place completely in the
center of the Great Eclipse and people would go there to see it. According to Every Soul a Star, "My parents
knew that, for one day, out two‐square mile campground will be the only patch of land in the entire country
to lie smack dab in the path of the Great Eclipse when it passes overhead... the sun will get erased from the
sky, the planets will come out to greet us, the birds will stop singing, and a glowing halo of light will flutter
like angels' wings above out heads." Ally is happy because of the Great Eclipse. She enjoys astrology, so the
Great Eclipse fills her with joy. By using the way Ally describes the eclipse, the author shows her excitement
and elation over it.
The authors have two different stories about two very different girls. Bird finds joy in being with her family
and friends. Ally enjoys astrology and is excited about the Great Eclipse. Bird loves her friends and family
and is happy that they came to support her. Both authors use the characters' descriptions of the events that
made them feel good as a way to show what makes each of them happy.
Annotation for Sample The response shows comprehension and appropriateness to the task and by providing a mostly accurate
Student Response:
analysis of the way the authors show how the characters find happiness. To support the theme that people
find happiness in different ways, there is a developed description of the character and plot for each passage
through relevant text evidence about the character’s happiness and analysis of what the author did. A
comparison of what authors did is included at the end (Both authors use the characters' descriptions of the
events that made them feel good as a way to show what makes each of them happy.). The response is
organized and uses a mostly effective style.

Anchor Paper 5 – Score Point 2
In the passage The Road to You and in Every Soul a Star, the characters are essential to the main idea that
people find happiness in different ways. In the passage from The Road to You, the plot line is about a girl,
Bird, going on stage to preform a concert. His family and friends come to surprise him just before going on
stage and encourage him to be brave and eventually he goes out on stage with confidence. "I realized that
my nerves have morphed into excited energy. I feel revved up, ready, like a car gunning its engine at the
starting line. I have people here‐my people‐and I'm ready to do this thing!(Paragraph 19)" In this passage,
the main character, Bird, finds happiness in his family being there to support him and eventually breaks out
into tears of joy.
The main character, Ally, from Every Soul a Star has lived in the middle of nowhere almost all her life. She
then learns about why her parents moved there and started a camp, it was because there location of the
camp was, "Smack dab in the path of the Great Eclipse when it passes over head.(Paragraph 7)" She finds
happiness and energy from knowing that soon civilization will come and visit her in the hundreds and maybe
even thousands. These two characters in these passages bring out the central idea that people find
happiness in different ways.
Also, Bird from The Road to You finds happiness with being around lots of people like family and friends.
"My eyes blur all of a sudden, and I look up, blinking rapidly, determined not to cry, even if they are happy
tears.(Paragraph 24)" Ally in Every Soul a Star finds happiness in being alone sometimes but at the same
time is exhilarated in how many people are going to come when the Eclipse comes by. "Sure, maybe it gets
lonely every now and then, but I love it here. (Paragraph 4)"
In conclusion, these two characters are very different and they both show that happiness is achieved in
different ways either that's excited to be surrounded by people like your family or just getting to know
thousands of strangers, Or even better, being engulfed in civilization, or living by yourself in solitude.
Annotation for Sample The response demonstrates basic comprehension by explaining how the character in each passage finds
Student Response:
happiness in order to show that people find happiness in different ways. There is some development of
topic for each passage through a summary of the story, an example from the text, and an explanation of
how the character finds happiness. There is no analysis of how the authors use the characters to develop
the theme, so the response remains somewhat appropriate to the task.
Sample Student
Response:
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Anchor Paper 6 – Score Point 2
In the passages, the theme people find happiness in different ways is shown many times in both passages. In
the passage, The Road to You, it is shown when her best friends and her family arrive to surprise her. In the
passage, Every Soul a Star, it is shown when she thinks about her town being in the middle of nowhere.
In the passage, The Road to You, Bird finds happiness when her best friends come in to surprise her. She
is so happy. " Stella's giant hug is just the thing I need to distract me from the ticking clock and
the thousands ‐ thousands ‐ of people taking their seats in the arena at this very moment" ( Whitaker). This
qoute means that she found happiness in her people and took away her nervousness and anxiety. That is
the way she finds happiness, through her people.
In the passage, Every Soul a Star, the theme is shown when she thinks about her town in the middle of
nowhere." The nearest real town is an hour away. Sure, maybe it gets a little lonely every now and then, but
I love it here" ( Mass ). This quote means that she doesn't need people to make her happy, she just needs to
think about where she lives and that makes her happy.
In the two passages, the theme people find happiness in different ways, is shown multiple times. It is
shown in the first passage when Bird gets to see her friends. It is shown in the second passage when she
gets to look around her and enjoy her home and her camp.
Annotation for Sample This response demonstrates basic comprehension by explaining how the characters in each passage find
Student Response:
happiness as support to the theme people find happiness in different ways. Some development is provided
through quoted text evidence and generally accurate analysis of what the evidence shows about the
character’s happiness (Bird: That is the way she finds happiness, through her people… Ally: she just needs to
think about where she lives and that makes her happy). The response demonstrates some organization and
somewhat appropriate to the task.
Sample Student
Response:

Anchor Paper 7 – Score Point 2
Sample Student
Response:

Everyone has something that makes them happy. Often it's different for lots of people. In the two
stories Every Soul A Star by Wendy Mass and The Road to You by Alecia Whitaker the authors use the
characters to show the theme that people find happiness different ways.
In the passage from The Road to You by Alecia Whitaker Bird, the main character, gets surprised by her old
friends. She seems to find happiness being around people and having company. Another part to it is she's a
singer and performs in front of thousands of people and that's also where she is happiest at. For some
people being surrounded by others makes them happy. The passage says, "She helped me pen a lot of the
songs on Wildflower and really took me under her wing. That's how I met Stella, and honestly, I don't know
what I'd do without either of them" (paragraph 11). Bird surrounds herself with people she cares about and
that's where she finds her happiness.
In the next passage from Every Soul a Star by Wendy Mass it's all about a girl named Ally. Ally lives
somewhere far away from any other civilizations. She loves where she lives and her surroundings but, Ally
doesn't have many friends because she's home schooled and lives far from where any other people really
go. Ally loves the sky. She loves the stars. She loves constellations, all of which are amazing where she lives.
Ally finds happiness in being with herself and her surroundings.
In both things I read the characters have different ways they find happiness but both achieve it. The authors
give the theme of happiness through there characters.

Annotation for Sample The response demonstrates a basic comprehension by providing a generally accurate analysis of the theme
Student Response:
by showing that the characters find happiness in different ways. For the first passage there is relevant text
examples of what makes Bird happy and generally accurate analysis that “being surrounded by others makes
them happy.” For the second passage, there are text‐based details of different things the character loves
followed by a concluding analysis that “Ally finds happiness in being with herself and her surroundings.”
Overall, there is some development and organization present and the response is somewhat appropriate to
the task.
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Anchor Paper 8 – Score Point 1
In Every Soul a Star the characters are central to the theme because Ally
is very happy that she lives in this place that many people would not want to live in, but she is also very
happy because her family is hosting a big event and there is going to be a lot of people there. In the text it
says, "They knew that a decade later, hundreds, maybe thousands of people would travel...for a hundred
more." She is happy that a bunch of people are going to be traveling to this exact spot to see the Great
Eclipse.
In The Road to You the characters are central to the theme because Bird is really happy because her best
friend surprised her by coming down to her performance and she feels amazingly happy when her friends
and family are around. In the text it says, " Stella's giant hug is just the thing I need to distract me from the
ticking clock and the thousands‐thousands‐ of people taking their seats..." She is happy that Stella is here to
calm her nerves. People make them both very happy.
Annotation for Sample The response demonstrates limited comprehension by identifying how the characters find happiness but
Student Response:
does not address how they find happiness in different ways. There is minimal development of the topic for
each passage through a description of why the main character is happy and a quote of text evidence for
support. At the end there is a single statement that they both find happiness through people, but this
comparison is limited in its appropriateness to the task of addressing the theme how people find happiness
in different ways.
Sample Student
Response:

Anchor Paper 9 – Score Point 1
First‐off, In "from The Road to You" the narrator states "I realize that my nerves have morphed into
excited energy. I feel revved up, ready, like a car gunning its engine at the starting line. I have people here‐‐
my people‐‐and I'm ready to do this thing!"(19) This shows the way that Bird shows happiness is when she
is with family.
Lastly, Stated in the passage "from Every Soul a Star" it quotes "I don't really have any friends. Not within
hundreds of miles, anyway. And it's not because I am unlikable or smell bad or anything like that. In fact, I
take a bath every single day in the hot spring outside our house, and everyone knows that the minerals in the
hot springs make you smell like fresh air all day long"(3) This bit of textual evidence shows that Ally
expresses happiness because she like where she lives. In conclusion, Happiness can be expressed in many
different ways.
Annotation for Sample The response demonstrates limited comprehension by identifying how the characters find happiness. For
Student Response:
each passage a relevant quote is provided and a statement of what that evidence shows about the
character’s happiness. This minimal development results in a response that is limited in appropriateness to
the task.
Sample Student
Response:

Anchor Paper 10 – Score Point 1
Sample Student
Response:

In The Road to You she finds happiness with her friends and famly, and also singing. She preforms infront of
lots of people, and her friends and family help her. And in Every Soul a Star she gets happiness from living in
the middle of nowhere. She knows that soon people will start comming to her familys place.

Annotation for Sample The response attempts to address the theme but is a single statement with no references to the passages. It
Student Response:
is undeveloped and inappropriate to the task.

Anchor Paper 11 – Score Point 0
Sample Student
Response:

It seems like in the passages that the author uses the characters to develop the theme by making the
people in the story might have the same feelings as in the other passage.

Annotation for Sample The response attempts to address the theme but is a single statement with no references to the passages. It
Student Response:
is undeveloped and inappropriate to the task.
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Anchor Paper 12 – Score Point 0
first from the road. in the text it says," oh gosh, what are you doing here i scream when i see my best friend
who's so posed to be in tense." next from e every soul a star
in the text it says," the plant will come and great us the birds will stop singing."
last from the road. in the text it States," oh bird its good to see you."
Annotation for Sample The response does not show comprehension because there is only a quote from each passage provided, but
Student Response:
no explanations or connection to the prompt. This attempt to answer is inappropriate to the task.
Sample Student
Response:
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